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One Thing After Another

How We Spend Time in Hélio Oiticica’s Quasi-Cinemas

Film was, as a form, the final fulfillment of the great potential of typographic fragmentation.
—Marshall McLuhan, 1964
We are at the beginning of a new language.
—Hélio Oiticica, 1969

1. I will start with an unlikely comparison. Figure words were used to stimulate socio-economic
1 shows a page from a notebook of the Brazilian
artist Hélio Oiticica from October, 1969.1 It is
the second scene of a script for a participatory
theatre piece in which spoken variations of
words encourage improvised verbal “free play.”
The colors suggest a play of voices overlapping
and reverberating against one another, one word
melding into and generating the next. The erotic
tinge of the verbal sequence is heightened by the
first scene, in which ten men—volunteers from the
audience—masturbate into sinks installed within
a series of curtained stalls. The verbal “free play” of
the second scene depends on the memory of the
first and the motor of the Freudian slip. Make your
own words as you desire, the script suggests, desire
being the operative word.
Figure 2 is a photograph from 1963 showing
a participant in a literacy program developed by
the influential Brazilian educator Paulo Freire. The
participant is pictured with one arm outstretched,
the other holding a child whose gaze follows the
man’s arm to the blackboard at left. Here, at the
photograph’s left edge, the man touches the letter
“a” as if to grasp language, to translate the physicality
of its mark into his body, and by extension, the
body of the child. The man is pointing to is what
Paulo Freire called a “discovery card” for the word
“TIJOLO” or “brick” in Portuguese. In Freire’s
method, certain highly-associative “generative”
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discussions among illiterate participants while
demonstrating the relations between spoken and
written signifiers.2 As Freire’s goal was not simply
to teach literacy but to effect Marxist politicization,
it was crucial that each generative word had a
tangible, material relation to the participants’
lives. The word “TIJOLO” for example, was used
with a group of construction workers. First, the
concept “brick” is represented in a photograph.
The participants identify the image and discuss
its significance: the difficulties of manual labor,
the price of building materials, the implications
of urban reform, and so on. The visual image is
then followed by a placard of the written word
“TIJOLO” (Fig. 3), and then the same word split
into syllables—“TI-JO-LO” (Fig. 4). Each syllable
is subsequently presented within its phonemic
family, so: “TA-TE-TI-TO-TU” and so on. (Fig.
5) Once the participants are able to identify the
connections between the written phonemes and
their syllabic sounds, the word is re-presented in
its “discovery card” form. (Fig. 6) In the next step,
participants create syllabic combinations from
the diagrammed phonemes. From the “TIJOLO”
discovery card, for example, (Fig. 7) one can make
the Portuguese words “LUTA”; “TELA”; “LOJA”,
and so on. Although standard literacy was the final
goal, Freire’s method prioritized the creative aspect
of phonemic combination. As he wrote in 1965,
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Fig. 1. (left) Hélio Oiticica, Variadades, 1969 (courtesy of
Projeto Hélio Oiticica, Rio de Janeiro).
Fig. 2. (above) Paulo Freire, Literacy workshop, Círculo de
Cultura do Gama (DF), Brazil, September 1963 (courtesy of
Instituto Paulo Freire, São Paulo).

“Acquiring literacy does not involve memorizing
sentences, words, or syllables…but rather an
attitude of creation and re-creation, a selftransformation producing a stance of intervention
in one’s context.”3 Participants were therefore
encouraged to make as many combinations as they
could, even if they resulted in nonsense words.
Only after the mechanism of verbal generation was
fully absorbed would attention shift to identifying
conventional words themselves.
With its emphasis on generating rather
than simply recognizing linguistic combinations,
Freire’s method exhibits several affinities to formal
experiments conducted by the Brazilian Concrete
Poets starting in the mid-1950s and continuing
well into the 1970s. In Augusto de Campos’s
Colidouescapo (in English, “Collide-a-scape”) of
1971, inspired by James Joyce’s Finnegans Wake,
for example, the loose pages of a book or “poemobject” are recombined to produce actual words as
well as “motivated” neologisms, the book’s fold or
spine acting as a physical generator of linguistic
production. (Fig. 8) The structural affinity
between de Campos’s work and Freire’s method
becomes more explicit in an entry recorded in
Oiticica’s notebook in 1972 for a proposed event
at the University of São Paulo. For this project,
Oiticica imagined an improvised action in which
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Augusto de Campos was to act as a “propositor”
for a participatory verbal game. The poet would,
as Oiticica wrote, “use the same method as in his
book Colidouescapo” to encourage participants to
form words, only using placards printed with letters
rather than syllables.4 The result, one imagines,
might be similar to both the word-formation
exercises of Freire’s workshops and the erotic
verbal-play of Oiticica’s theatre piece of 1969.

2. Both Oiticica and Freire aimed at the “liberation”

of the subject through notions of participation—for
Freire, replacing the teacher-student hierarchy with
a collaborative dialogue, and for Oiticica, rejecting
performance-viewer structures for open-ended
participant situations. In 1967, Oiticica went so far
as to suggest that the new role of the artist was to
act as an “educator,” a proposer of “unfinished, ‘open’
works” intended for the public at large.5 A narrow
analogy between the two, however, is misleading.
Freire saw literacy as a means to political and
existential freedom or conscientização, a neologism
of his own creation evoking the process of becoming
politically conscious. Conscientização was the means
by which illiterate workers would become subjects
within historical time, the modern time, as Freire
saw it, of Brazil’s future. As he argues in Pedagogia
do oprimido (Pedagogy of the Oppressed), written
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Fig. 3. Right top.
Fig. 4. Left middle.
Fig. 5. Right bottom.

while in political exile in Chile in 1968, “[B]y
making it possible for people to enter the historical
process as responsible subjects, conscientização
enrolls them in the search for self-affirmation and
thus avoids fanaticism.”6 Oiticica’s propositions
of the late 1960s and early 70s, meanwhile, were
closely linked to his notion of “crelazer,” another
neologism formed from the Portuguese words crer
(to believe) and lazer (leisure) and the English
words create, creativity and laziness. Inspired in
part by Oiticica’s reading of Herbert Marcuse’s
Eros and Civilization, “crelazer” refers to a form of
non-alienated leisure time antithetical to both the
capitalist and the Marxist ethos of work.7 The kind
of time Oiticica imagined for the participants of his
works, therefore, was neither historical nor cyclical,
but suspended, irrational, and shot through with
desire.
In ideological terms, Oiticica’s and Freire’s

projects are deeply incompatible. And yet, a
comparison of their method reveals a more
rudimentary affinity, one that has to do with the
elementarization of language and its effects on our
lived relationship to sign systems. Indeed, what is
most radical about Freire’s and Oiticica’s projects
lies not in their rhetoric of “participation” or
“liberation,” but the atomization of various kinds
of language systems that is brought about as a
means to this goal.
Freire’s literacy method is based on a process
by which linguistic signs are broken down into
basic units in turn capable of motivating the
production of new signs. The creative aspect of this
new sign production is key in giving participants
a sense of efficacy within the language system—a
sense that they too can not only recognize, but
produce language, and, by analogy, social change. In
Freire’s method, the initial phase of syllabic freeplay locates the participant literally within the
means of linguistic production. Loosened from the
closed form of a conventional word, the phonemes
“TI,” “JO,” “LO,” and all of their variations are reintroduced as an open system—concrete tools for
the production of new words. The result is a kind
of linguistic defetishization: the replacement of
arbitrary exchange value with motivated use value
at the level of phonemic combination itself.8 The
participant is thus conceived as a worker whose
THE INSTANT
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linguistic labor is returned to him or her in the form
of non-alienated syllabic “goods.” Of course, since
Freire’s goal was standard literacy, this linguistic
fragmentation and recombination eventually had to
come to an end. In the initial phase of syllabic freeplay, the process of linguistic production is mapped
directly upon that of Marxist de-alienation. Once
emphasis returns to recognizing codified words,
however, this literal mapping is no longer viable,
as of course no single individual has the means
to change a language system’s existing state. The
material analogy between linguistic production
and Marxist de-alienation is therefore replaced by
a metaphoric relation. If the construction worker
learns how to read and write the word “brick”, this
metaphor suggests, he or she will gain a certain
measure of control over what this “brick” represents
in his or her actual life. Literacy acquisition might
encourage political agency, but it is no longer
assumed that the participant will intervene within
the actual apparatus of language itself. Language
returns to its status as a closed system, only one
that now includes the participant within its social
embrace.
As I will argue here, Oiticica’s projects of the
late 1960s and early 1970s represent a sustained
attempt to use the work of art as a means of
suspending various systems in their open states. To
make an analogy, Oiticica did not seek to access
that final, triumphant stage in which Freire’s
participants acquired literacy and assimilated
established language systems into daily behavior.
Rather, he sought to sustain a prior moment when
signs operated within a radically shifting semiotic
ground—a moment when a system, having been
undone, offers up the possibility that it might be
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Fig. 6. (left)
Fig. 7. (right)
remade. Experiments such as his 1972 proposition
for Augusto de Campos indicate how Oiticica
might have gone about this project within the
linguistic realm. But what would it mean to create a
state of productive semiotic indeterminacy outside
of the realm of the verbal?9 In the remainder of this
paper I consider Oiticica’s experiments with cinema
in the early 1970s for which the aforementioned
verbal scripts are perhaps the earliest conceptual
precedent.10 In the verbal scripts, Oiticica sought
to prompt participatory behavior through recourse
to linguistic free-play. Cinema offered him another
mechanism—one that might activate participation
within a language of behavior itself.
In his 1964 book Understanding Media: The
Extensions of Man, Marshall McLuhan claimed
that “the ‘content’ of any medium is always another
medium”11 The content of writing is speech, the
content of film is print, and so on. Similarly, the
arrival of a new dominant medium impacts the
sensorial habits formed by a previous one. The
prioritization of the single sense of sight in the
high-definition culture of print, for example, is
reversed in the wake of the low-definition medium
of television, which entails multi-sensorial
experience and a new kind of “participatory”
response. For Oiticica, who was enthusiastically
reading Understanding Media in November of
1971, McLuhan’s formulation provided a radically
new articulation of the relation between sensorial
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experience and behavioral codes. His response
was a series of experiments he called “quasicinemas,” in which the medium of film is rerouted
through the television’s “participatory” form. In
these experiments, “quasi-cinematic” elements are
offered up to the viewer in a manner akin to the
combinatory phonemic components of Freire’s
“discovery card.” It is here, in the suspended literacy
of a potential medium, that Oiticica’s “open system”
takes its most provocative form.

3. Oiticica’s earliest experiences with film in Rio

de Janeiro in the late 1960s explicitly link cinema
with behavior.12 In 1968, he appeared in Glauber
Rocha’s Câncer, an experimental film based on
improvised acting and dialogue shot in Oiticica’s
front yard. Câncer had no plot as such. Rather, it
used the temporal extension of the long take to
transform the set into a pressurized container for
social interaction among the film’s participants,
many of whom, like Oiticica, were not professional
actors. The film’s transgressive potential lay in
the creation of an indeterminate zone in which
social behavior moved in and out of fictional
and “real-world” self-representation. This zone
was made particularly tense by racial and class
divisions amongst the actors, the violent nature
of the film’s plot, and the necessity to improvise
without the relief of the cut. As Rocha wrote
about the film, “I was looking to make a technical
experience, regarding the problem of the resistance
of duration in the cinematographic take.”13 Once

the actual filming ended, however, Câncer became
less an experiment in social interaction than a
representation of this social interaction recorded
and preserved on a celluloid strip. For Oiticica, the
challenge would be to maintain the transgressive
aspect of improvisation as an active cinematic
content—one that the viewer could not only watch,
but actually feel.
In 1970, Oiticica moved to New York and
became increasingly interested in experimental
film.14 Although he had great admiration for
members of the American underground such as
Andy Warhol and Stan Brakhage, he vigorously
objected to the tendency to treat cinema as either
a primarily optical or “pure” art.15 He thought that
Jonas Mekas’s recently-opened Anthology Film
Archives, for example, was a “horrible place,” and
found it impossible to imagine how a “new mode
of seeing” might emerge from its claustrophobic
environment.16 He objected specifically to the
theatre seating, which prevented viewers from
seeing their neighbors by limiting their visual
field to the screen ahead in what its designer, the
filmmaker Peter Kubelka, called “a machine for
seeing”.17 For Oiticica, a truly experimental cinema
would not extend an essentialist filmic legacy of
formal innovation, but disintegrate cinema as an
art form as such. It would become an “instrument”
rather than an “art.”
In his opinion, certain films of the Brazilian
underground, notably Neville D’Almeida’s
Mangue Bangue of 1971, had already started to

Figs. 8. Augusto de Campos, Colidouescapo, 1971 (photos by Hélio Oiticica, courtesy of Projeto Hélio Oiticica, Rio de Janeiro).
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Fig. 9. (above) Hélio Oiticica and Neville D’Almeida,
CC1 Trashiscapes (1973), installed in Rio de Janeiro 2005
Fig. 10. (right) Hélio Oiticica and Neville D’Almeida,
CC1 Trashiscapes (1973), installed in Rio de Janeiro 2005
(photos by César Oiticica Filho, courtesy of Projeto Hélio Oiticica,
Rio de Janeiro).
move in this direction. As Oiticica wrote of the
film in 1974, “MANGUE-BANGUE is a limit
exactly because, by not holding to the former
cinema/function form, and at the same time by not
‘proposing new ways or solutions for the movies’,
it makes cinema into an instrument, similarly to
its function within TV.”18 Cinema’s disintegration
into an “instrument” thus allowed it to become
closer to the decidedly non-artistic and “cool”
medium of television, a hypothesis indebted to
Oiticica’s contemporaneous reading of McLuhan.
Unlike high-definition “hot” media like print
and radio that communicate intensely through
a single sense, McLuhan considers television a
polysensorial and, above all, tactile medium whose
“mosaic image demands social completion and
dialogue.”19 The television image, for example, is
made up of a field of dots that project colored light
towards the viewer, unlike film, where the light
source is projected from behind the viewer onto
the screen. As a low-definition medium, television
is conducive to “process” and what McLuhan
calls “do-it-yourself-ness”20 By contrast, film, like
print, relies on conventions of linear sequence that
demand “a high level of literacy.”21 This literacy,
in turn, implies for McLuhan a certain level of
passivity on the part of the audience. As he writes,
“the film audience, like the book reader, accepts
mere sequence as rational. Whatever the camera
turns to, the audience accepts. We are transported
to another world.”22
For Oiticica, Brazilian underground cinema’s
rupture with this “typographic linearity” through
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discontinuous,mosaic-like structures points towards
a fundamental retooling of the filmic medium. As
Oiticica writes of D’Almeida’s Mangue-Bangue,
“the camera work…acts as a sensorial glove for
touching-probing-circulating: explode then into
SLIDES…fragments as consequence.”23 Oiticica
links this fragmentation directly to McLuhan’s
notion of filmic literacy. In a letter to the Brazilian
filmmaker Ivan Cardosa in 1971, he cited a passage
from McLuhan’s chapter on movies in which he
imagines the possibility of a non-linear cinema
marked by a strategy of montage.24 For Oiticica,
this was precisely the implication of the films of
Julio Bressane, another underground Brazilian
filmmaker, who, in the words of one critic, sought
“‘to strangle the verbal language of cinema.’”25 The
rupturing of linear sequence through montage
or the still-frames of slides thus suggests a kind
of illiterate or semi-literate film, one from which
a cinematic language might be reconstructed as
something that is no longer cinema at all.

4. There are several realized and proposed

projects that fall under the rubric of the “quasicinemas”—Oiticica’s term for his own foray into
the disintegration of filmic form.26 Oiticica first
used the term to describe Jack Smith’s Travelogue
to Atlantis, one of the slide-show events the
American artist held in his loft in 1971. Oiticica
was electrified by the performance, and soon after
wrote to the poet Waly Salomão, “it was a kind of
quasi-cinema, for me as much cinema as anything
one might imagine…”27 Two years later, in 1973,
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Oiticica collaborated with Neville D’Almeida to
produce their own version of a “quasi-cinema” in
a series of slide-show environments they called
Cosmococas, designated with the abbreviation
CC. (Fig. 9) As Oiticica wrote around this time,
“JACK SMITH was its precursor: he extracted
from his cinema not a naturalistic vision imitating
appearance but a sense of fragmented narrative…
mirror shatters: the slides displaced ambience by a
non-specific time duration and by the continuous
relocation of the projector framing and reframing
the projection on walls-ceiling-floor.”28
Cosmococas 1-5 consist of scripts for slideshow events Oiticica and D’Almeida conceived
in five independent sessions between March and
August 1973 in Babylonests, Oiticica’s name for
his New York loft.29 Oiticica went on to create
four additional scripts within the Cosmococa series.
The basic structure of these works, however,
emerged from the collaborative sessions he shared
with D’Almeida in the spring and summer of
1973. None of the Cosmococas were exhibited or
performed in Oiticica’s lifetime outside the context
of his own apartment, and even here, were realized
only amongst a small group of close friends. His
notebook entries, however, give clear indication
that he and D’Almeida hoped to distribute the
Cosmococas as a multiple, a kind of portable cinema

Fig. 11. Hélio Oiticica and Neville D’Almeida, CC5 Hendrix-War,
1973, installed in São Paulo 2003 (photo by César Oiticica
Filho, courtesy of Projeto Hélio Oiticica, Rio de Janeiro).

Fig. 12. (left) Slide from
Hélio Oiticica and Neville
D’Almeida, CC1 Trashiscapes,
1973 (courtesy of Projeto Hélio
Oiticica, Rio de Janeiro).

Fig. 13. (right) Slide from
Hélio Oiticica and Neville
D’Almeida, CC3 Maileryn,
1973 (courtesy of Projeto
Hélio Oiticica, Rio de
Janeiro).
one could transport in a box.30 Since they essentially
consist of a script, a slide sequence, projectors, and
a series of props, the works could be installed in a
variety of situations, from a swimming pool to a
garden to a loft.
In the Cosmococas, the two-dimensional
image that structures the traditional film theatre
is replaced with a dynamic three-dimensional
environment. In each Cosmococa space, between
two and five slide projectors mounted in different
locations within a room project a random
sequence of the same, approximately thirty slides
onto the walls and ceilings of the space. Each
still image—what Oiticica called a “momentframe”—is projected for fifteen to twenty
seconds (or at the operator’s discretion), the
entire sequence repeating once the cycle comes to
an end.31 Soundtracks accompany the projections,
often consisting of music, chance elements, and
recorded “found” noise. Props are also provided
to the Cosmococa viewer, such as pillows, nail
files, hammocks, books, and of course, cocaine.
As the slide carousels are located at cross angles,
the projected images collide with the movements
of the “film’s” viewers, viewers now located
literally within the space of the film itself. As the
“quasi-cinematic” viewer moves, his or her body
interrupts the beam of projected light, throwing
shadows against the wall. (Fig. 10) In place of
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the voyeuristic pleasures of traditional cinema, a
psycho-spatial apparatus that presumes but never
acknowledges the viewer’s physical body, the
Cosmococas create a cinema in which the viewer’s
behavior becomes a filmic element itself. Indeed,
the Cosmococa viewer can no longer accurately be
described as a viewer, but rather a participant,
conspirator, or interpreter of a score. This is the key
distinction between Oiticica’s and D’Almeida’s
“quasi-cinema” and that of Jack Smith. Whereas
Smith acted as the master of ceremonies and
leading character within his slide-shows, the
Cosmococas situate the participants as the main
actors—indeed, the only necessary ones—within
the “quasi-cinematic” event.

5. The Cosmococas are not so different from an

elaborated form of “hanging out,” and indeed,

this is a large part of their explicit intent. (Fig. 11)
With their hammocks, mattresses, soundtracks,
and narcotic props, the works are ideal containers
for “crelazer,” Oiticica’s Marcusian notion of play.
But the Cosmococas, I would argue, are also cinemas
in a more traditional sense. That is, they operate
according to a specific cinematic apparatus, the
functioning of which is key to their social conceit.
In his influential 1970 article “Ideological
Effects of the Basic Cinematographic Apparatus,”
the French film critic Jean-Louis Baudry argues
that the traditional space of the film theatre is
based on a model of the camera obscura.32 In this
model, the viewer’s body is rendered immobile so
as to allow him to identify not with his body, but
the camera and its all-seeing, transcendental eye.
The mechanism of projection, meanwhile, remains
hidden, thus concealing the very ideological and
material machinery that allows filmic illusion to
take place. In the Cosmococas, the fixed vision of
the camera obscura is replaced with a thick threedimensional space. Within this environment, the
mechanism of projection is fully revealed and
becomes an interactive element of the work. The
illusory deep space of the camera’s perspectival
vision, meanwhile, is replaced with a disorienting
play of flat surfaces pictured within the Cosmococa
slides themselves. (Fig. 12) In these slides, book
jackets, record covers, and photographs reiterate
the flat surface of the wall and its material status
Fig. 16. (left) Slide from Hélio
Oiticica and Neville D’Almeida,
CC1 Trashiscapes (1973)
(courtesy of Projeto Hélio
Oiticica, Rio de Janeiro).

Fig. 14. (top) Slide from Hélio Oiticica and Neville D’Almeida,
CC3 Maileryn, 1973 (courtesy of Projeto Hélio Oiticica, Rio de
Janeiro).
Fig. 15. (bottom) Slide from Hélio Oiticica and Neville D’Almeida,
CC3 Maileryn, 1973 (courtesy of Projeto Hélio Oiticica, Rio de
Janeiro).
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Fig. 17. (right) Slide from Hélio
Oiticica and Neville D’Almeida,
CC1 Trashiscapes (1973)
(courtesy of Projeto Hélio
Oiticica, Rio de Janeiro).

small
as an image support, thus canceling any residual
identification of the filmic image as a window to
the real. Instead, that mimetic, but highly mediated
construction of “reality” is redirected towards the
interior of the cinematic space and that which
occurs between its multiple screens.
At the most basic level, the Cosmococas are
about signs in transit. Signs in transit appear
in their most literal incarnation in the form of
cocaine, a substance which functions within the
slides as a plastic material, mark-maker and muse:
here spread out as a pigment, there shaped into
a graphic symbol, and somewhere, presumably,
snorted up the nose.33 This “off-screen” transit up
the nose is the ultimate realization of the Cosmococas’
“participant” viewing, an analogy reiterated in the
work’s mise-en-abyme of surface stimuli. The flat
objects upon which the cocaine appears within
the frame anticipate the literal support of the
wall upon which the slides are projected. The
cocaine itself mimics the source of projected light,
materializing its reflective qualities (Fig. 13) as well
as its inverted relation to the photographic image
(Fig 14-15). The narcotic ingestion of cocaine
through the nose, meanwhile, rewrites the optical
ingestion of the “filmic” image, providing the
Cosmococa participant with a new kind of intensity
control. In antithesis to the transcendent eye of
the camera obscura, as analyzed by Baudry, the
Cosmococas offer vision filtered through the body, a
debasement of cinematic opticality celebrated in
CC1’s homage to Luis Buñuel’s Un Chien Andalou.
(Figs. 16-17) Recreating the famous eye-and-razor
sequence of that 1929 Surrealist film on a New

Fig. 18. Slides from Hélio Oiticica and Neville D’Almeida,
CC5 Hendrix-War (1973)
(courtesy of Projeto Hélio Oiticica, Rio de Janeiro).

York Times Magazine cover picturing the Spanish
filmmaker himself, Oiticica and D’Almeida revisit
Buñuel’s collapse of cuts: that of the film and
that of the knife. Their reconfigured “cut,” traced
out in an elegant line of cocaine across Buñuel’s
unblinking eye, is no longer an emblem of film’s
optical illusion, but destined to disappear up a
“quasi-cinematic” nose.
Freud, himself a connoisseur of cocaine, posited
the founding of civilization on man’s rise from
the horizontal position of the animal to the erect
position of the human. This shift established a new
hierarchy of sensory perception, reprioritizing the
primary sense from smell to sight.34 The Cosmococas
regress from this elevated position, dispensing with
the hegemony of the eye by inviting the viewer to
“see” with his nose.35

6. According to D’Almeida, “cinema” consists
of the film environment (the theatre); the film

Fig. 19. Slides from Hélio Oiticica and Neville D’Almeida,
CC5 Hendrix-War (1973) (courtesy of Projeto Hélio Oiticica,
Rio de Janeiro).
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Fig. 20. Slides from Hélio Oiticica and Neville D’Almeida,
CC5 Hendrix-War, 1973 (courtesy of Projeto Hélio Oiticica,
Rio de Janeiro).
projection (the use of light to throw an image upon
a screen); and the film language, or linguagem (a
sequence of pictures in continuous succession).36
In the Cosmococas, each aspect is isolated and
reconfigured in modified form: viewing shifts to
the horizontal plane of leisurely relaxation, the
projected image multiplies across available surfaces,
and film’s “continuous” moving image fragments
into discontinuous still frames. As in the initial
phase of syllabic free-play in Freire’s literacy
method, the Cosmococas treat filmic language as an
open system by splitting it into parts and allowing
for their recombination.37 In so doing, however,
the Cosmococas bring about a mutation within the
cinematic apparatus itself.
Film’s reality effect rests on two things: the
mimetic character of its photographic basis and
its ability to convey temporal continuity through
a sequence of still frames. By preserving the
discontinuity of these photographic frames in a
series of slides, Oiticica and D’Almeida reveal
film’s material foundation in objectified form 38Just
as Freire’s method defetishized language by representing its syllabic elements as independent
units, the Cosmococas unlock film’s illusion by
revealing its components as a set of discrete
combinatory elements. Film’s photographic basis is
returned in the form of the photograph as a thing.
This occurs at a technical level vis-à-vis the use of
the slide, and at what might be called a “narrative”
level vis-à-vis the image within the slide’s frame.
In CC5 Hendrix War, for example, lines of coke
are drawn across a record cover of Jimi Hendrix’s
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Fig. 21. Hélio Oiticica and Neville D’Almeida,
CC2 Onobject, 1973 installed in New York, 2002 (photo by
Irene Small, courtesy of Projeto Hélio Oiticica, Rio de Janeiro).
album War Heroes, tracing a graphic mask across
the rock star’s face in what Oiticica and D’Almeida
called a mancoquilagen, a neologism joining the
Portuguese words for make-up, mask, cocaine, and
the name of the Inca ruler Manco Capac. (Figs.
18-20) This mask is a semiotic pun on the idea of
doing drugs off the very symbol of drugs, Hendrix
himself. It visualizes, in the form of real objects,
the abstract circuit of representation that equates
Hendrix and drugs through the immaterial relay
of photographic signs. The slides alternate between
images that display the album cover as the twodimensional image of Hendrix’s face, and the
album cover as a three-dimensional object – the
very surface upon which the drugs rest.
If film’s photographic basis is objectified in the
form of the photograph as a thing, it’s temporal basis
is objectified in the form of self-enclosed moments
of time, or what Oiticica called “moment-frames.”
Each photographic impression that makes up the
sequence of Cosmococa slides retains its discrete
identity, occupying a physically distinct space upon
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Fig. 23. Ferdinand de Saussure, from Course in General Linguistics
(1916).

Fig. 22. Hélio Oiticica, Slide from CC8 Mr. 8 or D of Dado, 1973
(courtesy of Projeto Hélio Oiticica, Rio de Janeiro).
the wall. And although the activity pictured within
the slides occurs in duration—a duration marked
by the shifting patterns of cocaine—the Cosmococas’
random projection of still frames splinters this time
into fragments without linear progression. The
temporal continuity lacking in the quasi-cinema’s
projected image, however, does not disappear.
Rather, it is returned in another form—that of
our own time—our actual temporal experience
with the Cosmococa environment itself. (Fig. 21)
The Cosmococas thus invert the time structure of
traditional cinema. It is no longer the immobilized
body that experiences the projected time of the
filmic image; rather, the projected image offers
momentary, but static, vignettes while the body of
the viewer stays in continuous motion.
In so doing, the Cosmococas depart from the
perceptual-ontological model established first in
Warhol’s early films, and later in the structuralist
films of the American avant-garde.39 If in Warhol’s
Sleep or Michael Snow’s Wavelength, the duration
that unfolds within the filmic image upon the

screen provides an analogue for the viewer’s
own cognitive and perceptual processes, the
Cosmococas imply a single film occurring across
two simultaneous registers: that seen as image and
that experienced as lived fact. The two elements
responsible for film’s realistic illusion are thus
disengaged and split apart. The photographic
element is projected onto the walls, while the
temporal element becomes the province of the
viewer within the spatial environment. What
might be called “filmic representation” occurs
between the two. This is, in the end, what defines
the structure of a quasi-cinema: the creation of a
filmic environment whose film is only physically
possible with the participation of its viewers.

7. The Cosmococas do not seek to do away with

the cinematic apparatus, but rather to invert its
consequences, preserving its dream-world and
fantasy, its mechanisms of identification and
desire.40 Indeed, the Cosmococas install viewers in a
unique cinematic apparatus of their own making,
the process of which is the ultimate content of
every Cosmococa “film.” In a slide from CC8 Mr.
8 or D of Dado, for instance, a mirror establishes a
one-frame suture in which we gaze upon a man’s
reflected image as if it were our own.41 (Fig. 22)
The mirror is the most basic mechanism by which
a subject is returned to itself as representation. And
because it registers, without bias, everything that
passes before it, the mirror is also a kind of absolute
temporal machine—a movie camera that records
everything but leaves no trace. The supreme pun of
the Cosmococas is that cocaine is often snorted off a
mirror.42 Every flat surface within the Cosmococas,
then, from those pictured within the slides to
the walls upon which the slides are projected,
acts as a kind of virtual mirror, reflecting not our
own image, but a heightened awareness of our
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behavior in time.43 In the Cosmococas, “cinema” is phonetic action meaningless without the whole.
reconstituted as a spatio-temporal container for The radical political aspect of Freire’s literacy
bodily action in which the representational status program was to locate the participant within the
of the projected image is shared with the bodies system of linguistic production, and in so doing,
of its participants. Far from positing embodied give them agency within the system itself. The
experience as an authentic, primordial “real,” the radical political aspect of Oiticica’s quasi-cinemas,
Cosmococas
suggest
by contrast, was to give
that
the
“liberthe participant the
ating” potential of
system’s time.
participation lies in a
Here, in some ways,
process of coming-intois the real paradox of
representation itself.44
that expiring moment
In his 1897 lectures
of the late 1960s and the
on the “Theory of the
dream of “participation”
syllable,” Ferdinand
to which it so tightly
de Saussure describes
held.
In
Freire’s
the sound-chain as a
model, the political
continuous succession
urgency of expanding
of “beats” or unique
literacy
required
auditory impressions.45
instrumentalization,
In
his
diagram,
and
so
language
the horizontal line
returned to its closed
represents the phonetic
state. In Oiticica’s
chain and the vertical
and
D’Almeida’s
bars
the
passage
model, the refusal of
from one sound to
instr umentalization
another. (Fig. 23-24)
created a permanently
Although each auditory
open system, but a
impression is unique,
cinematic instrument
the passage from one
about which few would
unit to the next is
know for some twenty
Fig. 25. Hélio Oiticica, notebook entry September 3, 1973
virtually imperceptible
years. But this paradox,
(courtesy Projeto Hélio Oiticica, Rio de Kaneiro).
when we experience the
of course, is utopia’s
sounds as we normally do, in time. Every spoken impossibility, and also its continuing necessity. As
word is thus like the unrolling of a mini-film, each Oiticica scribbled in his notebook in 1973 (Fig.25),
auditory impression a photographic frame, its “Time is on my side.”46
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Notes
This article was developed from a paper given at the conference “Open Systems: Rethinking Art c. 1970” at the Tate Modern
in September 2005. I am especially grateful to Jess Atwood-Gibson and Prajna Desai for their comments on an early draft, to
Kathleen Madden for the opportunity to present the initial ideas at the Tate, and to the Projeto Hélio Oiticica for their generous
support and assistance with archival documentation and images.
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Hélio Oiticica, “Variades”, October 10 1969 (doc. no. 0323.69 p2 AHO/PHO). Documents from Hélio Oiticica’s archive are
listed by document number, AHO/PHO (Archives Hélio Oiticica/Projeto Hélio Oiticica).
2����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
Freire termed these words “generative” because they both generated socio-political discussion and offered rich opportunities for
phonemic breakdown and reconstitution. The generative words emerged from preliminary field research regarding the common
vocabulary of the targeted literacy group. See Paulo Freire, “Education as the Practice of Freedom” [1965] reprinted in Education
for Critical Consciousness. London
���������������������������������������������������
and New York: Continuum International, 2005.
3����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
Freire, “Education as the Practice of Freedom”, p. 43. Regarding the initial stage of “free” phonemic combination, Freire wrote,
“On the following day, [the participants] bring from home as many words as they were able to make with the combinations of the
phonemes they learned. It doesn’t matter if they bring combinations which are not actual words—what does matter is the discovery
of the mechanism of phonemic combinations.” (p. 47)
4�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
Oiticica,
������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
“E PET C LO”, October 10 1972 (doc. no. 1624.71, p.10 AHO/PHO). Oiticica’s notes refer to a series of propositions;
the action in question is Proposition # 3, dated to October 11 1972. As Oiticica wrote, “Proposição 3: Augusto de Campos: ou
pessoalmente ou instruir alguém: placas de qualquer material, quadradas, com letras pra formar palavras: AUGUSTO usa mesmo
método no seu livro colidouescapo só q com letras em vez de sílabas: AUGUSTO inventer-improvisar com os participantes”.
[Proposition 3: August de Campos: either personally or instructing someone: square placards of any kind of material, with letters
in order to form words: AUGUSTO uses the same method in his book colidouescapo except with letters in place of syllables:
AUGUSTO invents-improvises with the participants.] All translations mine unless otherwise noted.
5�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
See Oiticica, “General Scheme for the New Objectivity” [1967, Museu de Arte Moderna, Rio de Janeiro] reprinted in Hélio
Oiticica. Rio de Janeiro, Rotterdam, Paris, Minneapolis: Projeto Hélio Oiticica, Witte de With, Galerie National du Jeu de Paume,
Walker Art Center, 1992.
6���������
Freire, Pedagogy of the Oppressed. [1968] Trans. Myra Bergman Ramos. London and New York: Continuum International, 2000,
p. 36.
7����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
As Oiticica wrote in his text “CRELAZER” of January 14 1969, “Não ocupar un lugar específico, no espaço ou no tempo, assim
como viver o prazer ou não saber a hora de preguiça, é e pode ser a atividade a que se entregue um ‘criador’.” [Not to occupy a
specific place, in space or time, and also to love pleasure or not knowing the hour of laziness, is and can be the activity of a ‘creator’.]
(doc. no. 0367.69, pp.1-2 AHO/PHO). See also his text of May 10 1969, “AS POSSIBILIDADES DO CRELAZER” (doc.
no. 0305.69, pp.1-2 AHO/PHO). The poet Waly Salomão recalls that Oiticica was introduced to Herbert Marcuse’s Eros and
Civilization in the late 1960s by the artist and designer Rogério Duarte; ensuring conversations were key in the development of
Oiticica’s environmental proposition EDEN, which he realized in London at his retrospective exhibition at Whitechapel Gallery
in 1969. Waly Salomão “Qual é o Parangolé” [1996] in Qual é o Parangolé e Outros Escritos. Rio de Janeiro: Rocco, 2003, p. 72. See
also Oiticica’s letters to Lygia Clark, particularly of October 15, 1969 and June 27 1969, in which he discusses Marcuse. Luciano
Figueiredo, ed., Lygia Cark Hélio Oiticica: Cartas 1964-74. Rio de Janeiro: Editora UFRJ, 1996, pp. 41-54, 118-125.
8����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
The notion of a Marxist “linguistic economy” can be productively read against Ferdinand de Saussure’s use of the term “value” to
describe the functioning of language systems. In Saussure’s explanation, the differential nature of language follows that of currency.
As Saussure stated in his Course on General Linguistics, “[E]ach linguistic term derives its value from its opposition to all the other
terms…[A]ll values are apparently governed by the same paradoxical principle. They are always composed: 1) of a dissimilar thing
that can be exchanged for the thing of which the value is to be determined; and 2) of similar things that can be compared with
the thing of which the value is to be determined…To determine what a five-franc piece is worth one must therefore know: 1) that
it can be exchanged for a fixed quantity of a different thing, e.g. bread; and 2) that it can be compared with a similar value of the
same system; e.g. a one franc piece…In the same way a word can be exchanged for something dissimilar, an idea; besides it can
be compared with something of the same nature, another word.” Ferdinand de Saussure, Course in General Linguistics [1916]. New
York: The Philosophical Library, 1959, p. 115.
9�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
Both Oiticica and the Concrete poets explored the idea of visual and phonetic ideograms in this period. See
��������������������������
in particular Haroldo
de Campos, ed. Ideograma: Lógica, Poesia, Linguagem. [1977]
�������������������������������������������������������������������������
São Paulo, EDUSP, 2000. Oiticica’s work and writings of the early
70s, however, also attest to a variety of experiments intended to explore non-verbal as well as non-visual communication, ranging
from built works to pedagogic experiments such as his 1972 curriculum “Experimentaction”, one session of which was devoted
to finding ways of using bodily movement to replace verbal expression. According to his notes for this workshop, the participants
would “suggest modes of substituting talking – gesture, body-expression, dance as modes of poetry without words” (doc. no. 0508.72
AHO/PHO).
10�������������������������������������������
The earliest of these scripts is probably NITRO BENZOL & BLACK LINOLEUM, a series of ideas for “cinema experiments”
Oiticica wrote on September 9 1969 during his one-year sojourn in London. (doc. no. 0322.69 AHO/PHO) This script, which
falls somewhere between a happening and an expanded cinema event, included improvised actions, audience participation, and
sniffing nitro benzol, among other things. “Variadades” is particularly interesting to consider as a precedent to Oiticica’s film works,
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however, because of its formal affinities (use of color and white space) to Augusto de Campos’s groundbreaking concrete poem
poetamenos of 1953. In his writings of the early and mid-1970s, Oiticica refers several times to poetamenos within filmic terms. In
a notebook of 1974, he even compared the poem explicitely to the Cosmococas, writing “AUGUSTO’s POETAMENOS cries for:
luminous letters, or film letters…and its space is already filmic with permeable white permeated by purple/green/blue/yellow/
orange/red ‡ nothing could be more akin to the sense of SLIDES – SOUNDTRACK – BLOCKS INSTRUCTIONS CC!...I
want to insert dias dias dias into COSMOCOCA: AUGUSTO! Angel of the CAMPOS! Each of these plates is as much filmic
slide as slides themselves!” (original in English, doc. no. 0484.74, p.26 AHO/PHO)
11�������������������
Marshall McLuhan, Understanding Media: The Extensions of Man. New York: Signet books, 1964, p. 23.
12�������������������������������������������������������������
On Oiticica’s experiments with cinema, see Carlos Basualdo, Hélio Oiticica: Quasi-Cinemas. Ostfildern-Ruit: Hatje Cantz
Publishers, 2001; Hélio Oiticica and Neville D’Almeida, Cosmococa: Programa in Progress. Rio de Janeiro: Projeto Hélio Oiticica,
2005; Beatriz Scigliano Carneiro, “Cosmococa - programa in progress: heterotopia de guerra,” in Seguindo Fios Soltos: caminhos na
pesquisa sobre Hélio Oiticica. (org.) Paula Braga, edição especial da Revista do Fórum Permanente (www.forumpermanente.org) (ed.)
Martin Grossmann; and Lígia Canongia, Quase Cinema: Cinema de Artista no Brasil 1970/80. Rio de Janeiro, Funarte, 1981.
13��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
Glauber Rocha, “O Transe da América Latina 69 (Entrevista a Federico de Cárdenas e René Capriles)” [1969] in� Revolução do
Cinema Novo. São Paulo: Cosac Naify, 2004, p. 180 [O que estava buscando era fazer uma experiência de técnica, do problema da
resistência de duração do plano cinematográfico.]
14���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
Oiticica first traveled to New York in July 1970 to participate in the ground-breaking exhibition INFORMATION, curated by
Kynaston McShine at the Museum of Modern Art. After returning to Brazil he was informed that he had received a Guggenheim
Fellowship, which allowed him to take up residence in New York in November 1970. He remained in the city until 1978 when
immigration complications compelled him to return to Brazil. Oiticica had already begun to think about making his own films
while still in Rio de Janeiro, where many of his friends were members of the Brazilian underground film scene. See for example his
letter to Lygia Clark August 2 1970 in Lygia Clark Hélio Oiticica: Cartas 1964-74, pp. 159-166. In this letter, he mentions having
already seen Warhol’s Empire of 1964. Subsequent letters from Oiticica to friends in Brazil while he was in New York indicate that
he frequented Anthology Film Archives, where he saw the films of Brakhage and others.
15���������������������������������������������
In his 1975 article “The Two Avant-Gardes” (Studio International (November/December 1975)), Peter Wollen describes a split
within advanced European film between the artisanally-made, non-commercial films of the “co-op movement” which extended a
modernist, high-art legacy of the medium, and filmmakers such as Godard and Straub and Huillet who distributed films through
commercial channels, worked in the more traditional format of narrative 35mm. film, and were concerned with the political legacy
of filmmakers like Eisenstein and Vertov. According to Wollen, the first avant-garde, with its interest in the “ontological autonomy
of film”, advanced a purist cinema —film-as-film—in which the disjunction created between signifier and signified in the epochal
movements of pre-war modernism was replaced with the free play of the signifier. The second avant-garde, meanwhile, represented
by Godard’s post-1968 films, with Eisenstein’s dialectical montage as their precedent, worked in precisely “the space opened by
the disjunction and dislocation of signifier and signified,” thereby interrogating political conflict and content within a rigorous
investigation of form. Wollen noted that in America, there was only one avant-garde, a “co-op movement” clustered around
institutions like Anthology Film Archives, which Oiticica frequented, and to which the Brazilian artist’s critical comments about
an optical or “pure” film are directed. In both the United States and Europe, however, there was another movement unacknowledged
by Wollen, and, apart from Jack Smith, apparently unknown to Oiticica. This avant-garde, which Eric de Bruyn has recently
described as a “third avant-garde” located “to the side of [Wollen’s] two avant-gardes” consisted of “post-minimal film” (de Bruyn’s
term) and “expanded cinema”, and included various multimedia, inter-media, or otherwise hybrid events or environments such as
slide shows (Dan Graham’s Homes for America, 1966-7 and Roberth Smithson’s Hotel Palenque, 1969-72); cinematic environments
(Stan VanDerBeek’s Movie-drome,1965); performance-based media events (Andy Warhol’s Exploding Plastic Inevitable, 1966-7
and Carolee Schneeman’s Snows, 1967); and actions (VALIE EXPORT’s Tapp und Tastkino, 1968). On these kinds of expanded
cinema experiments, see Matthias Michalka, ed. X-Screen: Film Installations and Actions in the 1960s and 1970s. Köln: Walther
König, 2003.
16�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
In
������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
a letter to Ivan Cardosa of February
�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
23 1971�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
, Oiticica wrote: “[ Jonas Mekas] dirige o anthology film archives, um lugar horrível
onde projetam filmes antológicos, principalmente experimentais; o lugar é horrível pela instalação que deveria ser experimenta;
sobre um novo modo de ver, mas, para mim é um modo que não me interessa; o lugar é todo preto, sente-se de um modo que só se
vê a tela, pois as cadeiras tem orelhas, com bergéres modernas, de modo que você se isola do vizinho; sinto a pior claustrophobia;
parece que tudo parou, e não entendo poque seria essa a melhor maneira de se ver filmes (dá sono)…” [[ Jonas Mekas] directs the
anthology film archives, a horrible place where they project anthology films, principally experimental; the place is horrible [because
of ] the very installation which should be experimental; about a new mode of seeing, but, for me is not interesting in any manner;
the place is completely black, one sits in a way in which you can only see the screen, as the chairs have “ears”, with [flaps], so that
you are isolated from your neighbor; i feel the worst claustrophobia; it seems as if everything has stopped, and i don’t understand
how this could be the best way to see films (it makes you go to sleep)...] (doc. no. 1096.71 AHP/PHO).
17�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
According to Peter Kubelka and Jonas Mekas, the seating of for Anthology Film Archives’ original “Invisible Cinema” optimized
the conditions for viewing film as an art, and would provide a model for future cinemas. See Anthology Film Archives Manifesto
[1970] in P. Adams Sitney, ed. The Essential Cinema: Essays on Films in the Collection of Anthology Film Archives. Volume 1. New
York: Anthology Film Archives and New York University Press, 1975.
18��������������������������������������������
Oiticica, introductory next on D’Almeida’s Mangue-Bangue for “Quizaine des Réalisateurs”, Cannes Festival, 1974 (originally
written in English) (doc. no. 0164.74, p.1 AHO/PHO). Mangue-Bangue was originally intended to be a collaboration between
Oiticica and D’Almeida. “Mangue” refers to the red-light district of Rio de Janeiro Oiticica introduced D’Almeida to shortly
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after their acquaintance, and “Bangue” refers to the genre of gangster/action films Brazilians refer to by the onomatopoeic word
“bangue”, or “bang”. As Oiticica left for New York before the two began the film, D’Almeida ended up making it alone. See
D’Almeida’s interview with Kátia Macial [2005] in Oiticica and D’Almeida, Cosmococa:programa in progress, pp. 306-9.
19�����������������������������������������������������������������������������
McLuhan, p. 255. As Brandon Joseph has noted, Marshall McLuhan, in his 1967 The Medium is the Massage, described the
mosaic, interpenetrating field of Andy Warhol’s Exploding Plastic Inevitable in much the manner he had previously used to describe
television in his earlier 1964 book Understanding Media: The Extensions of Man. Joseph, “’My Mind Split Open’: Andy Warhol’s
Exploding Plastic Inevitable” in Michalka, ed. X-Screen: Film Installations and Actions in the 1960s and 1970s, pp. 14-31. Although
Oiticica knew Quentin Fiore, the designer with whom McLuhan co-authored The Medium is the Massage, the Brazilian artist’s
references are primarily to McLuhan’s earlier book. He does not, to my knowledge, ever mention Warhol’s EPI in his writings.
20�����������������
McLuhan, p. 273.
21�����������������
McLuhan, p. 249.
22�����������������
McLuhan, p. 250.
23�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
Oiticica, “BLOCK-EXPERIMENTS in COSMOCOCA-program in progress”, March 3 1974, p. 5 (doc. no. 0301.74-a, pp.
1-14 AHO/PHO). Even before Mangue-Bangue, Oiticica had been deeply impressed by D’Almeida’s 1967 film Jardim de Guerra,
which included a sequence composed of shots of posters, the rectangular format of the poster resonating with the frame of the
screen. Oiticica pointed to such rectangular framing devices within Mangue-Bangue as well. In the same document he wrote,
“fragmenta-se em episódios geometricamente enquadrados no corte-montagem: como se for a um longo strip feito sequência
tirado de estório em quadrinhos”. (p.4) [[the shots] become fragmented in square geometric episodes within the editing: as if it
was a long strip made in sequence taken from a comic book]. The internal rectangular framing Oiticica noted in these two films
anticipates the play of flat surfaces and rectangular objects within the slide frames of the Cosmococas. Oiticica’s mention of the
relation between a film sequence and comic strips also returns to the idea of a semi-literate film.
24�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
Oiticica’s letter to Cardosa of ����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
November 12 1971 contains the following passage, including a citation of McLuhan: ������
“…the
visual of cinema, although it is hypnotic, demands a type of para-sensorial involvement, which television assumes in full: cinema
would be the limit between performance (or theatre stage-performance of old) and involvement: the extreme limit and surpassing
of dramatic art and of visual-painting-sculpture-renaissance; I am consulting Understanding Media, by McLuhan, in the chapter
on movies, as I remember that there are some interesting things to tell you here; for example, “Movies as a nonverbal form of
experience are like photography, a form of statement without syntax. In fact, however, like the print and the photo, movies assume
a high level of literacy in their users and prove baffling to the non-literate. Our literate acceptance of the mere movement of the
camera eye as it follows or drops a figure from view is not acceptable to an African film audience. If somebody disappears off the
side of the film, the African wants to know what happened to him. A literate audience, however, accustomed to following printed
imagery line by line without questioning the logic of linearity, will accept film sequence without protest.” Soon after he imagines a
hypothesis which would be cinema without linear sequence, like a newspaper, where the news appears side by side in montage; for
Mcluhan the sequence advém from the literate habit of a linear sequence of news: the cinema would have a direct and irreducible
relation to this; this, of the cinema-newspaper, as a montage, is, in my view what Haroldo (de Campos] wants to insinuate when
he says that Julio [Bressane] seeks “to strangle the verbal language of cinema”; in my view a fascinating hypothesis…[E]ven/Still
for him television came to create a cool “implosion” opposite and superceding the hot “explosion” of cinema: the linearity of the
cinematographic sequence is superceded by the mosaic of “pattern” of tv; this, for us, then, means what? That the cinema, as the
other arts cited, seeks to concentrate itself specifically in its means [medium?], in order to survive: in sum, seeks to exist in an
other form that is not connected to the typographic linearity inherited from its beginnings; for McLuhan, talking cinema already,
when sound was introduced, would have taken a step towards the electric implosion of television, contrary to the mechanical
origins of the film machine: “The fact is that Technicolor is what most approximates cinema to the image of TV. Technicolor
greatly diminishes the photographic intensity and creates, in part, the visual conditions for participant viewing.” This is cool: the
participant viewing (mode of participant viewing); for him, TV reinstates the participation of the spectator, in contrast to the pure
visual hypnotism of the silent films; what happened, in my view, is that cinema turns more and more to supplant the rival of TV,
something participatory for the spectator…
25������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
Ibid. Regarding Bressane, Oiticica is citing the poet Haroldo de Campos, brother of Augusto. It bears noting that Oiticica’s
own relationship to language undergoes a change in the early 1970s, as he increasingly used English as the main language for his
notebook entries and explored a more experimental, non-linear rhetorical style. During this period, he also supported himself by
working nights as a translator.
26����������������������������������������������������
In addition to the slide show works, which include Cosmococas CC 1-9, Neyrotika (1973), Helena Inventa Ângela Maria (1975)
and Norma Inventa La Benguell (1974), Oiticica made a number of Super-8 films, finished to various states of completion. These
include Untitled (The Last Days of Fillmore East (1971), Brasil Jorge (1971), and Agrippina é Roma-Manhattan (1972). There are
also several short clips which may have been intended for films, including footage of the Gay Pride demonstration in Central Park,
the office of the Brazilian businessman Hafer, the 2nd Avenue street where Oiticica lived, shots of Mick Jagger singing on TV, and,
significantly, a few minutes of the making of CC1 Trashiscapes.
27 Oiticica appears to have met Jack Smith in January 1971 (see Oiticica’s letter to Mary Pedrosa April 15, 1971 (doc. no. 1101.71
AHO/PHO)), and described attending a performance of his slide-show film Travelogue of Atlantis in a letter to the poet Waly
Salomão on April 25, 1971. As he wrote in that letter, “waly: decisive things happened in these last two weeks! jack smith: i went
there: everything happened and i only saw him after a session of slides with sound track which was marvelous… on the day of this
projection…this was the ambience: he called it “travelogue of atlantis” and it was marked for 7:30 at night; well…everything began
at 10:00, after, and he stayed on the first three slides for half an hour: he moved the place of the screen, in a manner in which the
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One thing after another
slides suffered cuts when they were projected, and he moved the place of the projector to give a [further] cut upon each [slide]:
the rest of the slide spread out into the environment: incredible: the waiting and the anticipation that i felt were worth it: it was a
kind of quasi-cinema, for me as much cinema as anything one could imagine…” On Jack Smith’s performance and cinema works,
see Edward Leffingwell, Carole Kismaric, and Marvin Heiferman, eds. Jack Smith, Flaming Creature: His Amazing Life and Times.
New York: Institute for Contemporary Art, 1997 and J. Hoberman, On Jack Smith’s Flaming Creatures (And Other Secret-Flix of
Cinemaroc). New York: Granary Books, 2001.
28�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
Oiticica, “BLOCK-EXPERIMENTS in COSMOCOCA-program in progress”, March 3 1974, p. 5 (doc. no. 0301.74-a, pp.
1-14 AHO/PHO). Independently, D’Almeida had also had an idea to make a film using slides called Cosmococa, following upon his
use of posters within Mangue Bangue. See interview with Maciel in Oiticica and D’Almeida, Cosmococa: programa in progress, p. 307.
Jack Smith’s events are among many artists’ and filmmakers’ experiments that came to be called “expanded cinema”, which pushed
cinema into the realm of performance, environment, and score. The term itself, which dates to the mid-1960s, was popularized in
Gene Youngblood’s 1970 book of the same name (New York: Dutton). Oiticica himself never seems to have used the term, and does
not appear to have known about many of its practitioners, despite marked affinities to his own work. Stan VanDerBeek’s Moviedrome of 1965, for example, consisted of an enclosed container or dome in which viewers would experience a combination of films,
videos, animations, and projections while lying prone on mattresses placed on the floor. In his 1966 manifesto “Culture Intercom,”
VanDerBeek also refers to the construction of a new kind of language. As he wrote, “It is imperative that we (the world’s artists)
invent a new world language…that we invent a non-verbal international picture language.” (Film Culture Vol 40 (Spring 1966)
pp. 15-16) On VanDerBeek’s Movie-Drome, see Gloria Sutton, “Stan VanDerBeek’s Movie-Drome: Networking the Subject” in
Jeffrey Shaw and Peter Weibel, eds., Future Cinema: The Cinematic Imaginary After Film. Cambridge: MIT Press, 2003: 136-143.
On expanded cinema and slide show works, see Michalka, ed. X-Screen: Film Installations and Actions in the 1960s and 1970s, and
Darsie Alexander, ed. Slide Show: Projected Images in Contemporary Art. University Park: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2005.
29����������������
The works are: CC1 Trashiscapes (March 13 1973); CC2 Onoboject (August 12 1973); CC3 Maileryn (August 16 1973); CC4
Nocagions (August 24 1973); and CC5 Hendrix War (August 26 1973). In addition, Oiticica scripted four additional CC works with
other collaborators or intended realizers between 1973 and 1974: CC6 Coke Head’s Soup with Thomas Valentin; CC7 proposed to
Guy Brett; CC8 Mr. D ou D de Dado with Silviano Santiago; and CC9 proposed to Carlos Vergara.
30����������
The five Cosmococa scripts Oiticica made with D’Almeida have instructions for public and private performances and also indicate
how many copies and sets were to be made of each work. For CC1 Trashiscapes, for example, Oiticica noted, “COPIES: (all
duplicates to be made by Hélio Oiticica): 2 SETS of 10 COPIES to be produced from the original (marked 0) and marked CC
COPY ___(from 1-10).” (doc. no. 300.73, p.1 AHO/PHO) Marcel Broodthaers, in his 1967 work Le Corbeau et le renard, also
imagined a portable cinema which consisted of a box containing two rolled-up screens, a reel of film, and text panels, but lacking,
importantly, a script.
31���������������������������������������������������������������������
In an notebook entry of August 27 1973, Oiticica wrote, “concerning timing: in the slide project of BLOCK-UNITIES, the
time will be accidental at whim - depending in the care and place and people involved.” (doc. no. 315.73, p. 1 AHO/PHO, original
in English)
32��������������������������������������������������������������������
Baudry’s article, which originally appeared in 1970 in the journal Cinéthique, inaugurated a new field within film studies that
would come to be known as “apparatus theory.” This field of inquiry, which developed during the course of the 1970s, concerned
the ideological and psychoanalytic implications of traditional viewing structures such as the architectural space of the theatre and
its apparatus of projection. On the relation between the classic cinematic apparatus and the one-point perspective model of the
camera obscura, see also Jean-Louis Commolli’s 1971 article “Technique and Ideology: Camera, Perspective, Depth of Field”, both
in Philip Rosen, ed. Narrative, Apparatus, Ideology. New York: Columbia University Press, 1986.
33�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
The use of cocaine as a material within the works, and as an implied prescription for the use of the works, lends the Cosmococas
a distinct aura of criminality. The works are often interpreted in light of precisely this transgressive aspect. See for example Carlos
Basualdo, “Waiting for the Internal Sun: Notes on Hélio Oiticica’s Quasi-Cinemas” in Basualdo, Hélio Oiticica: Quasi-Cinemas and
Paulo Herkenhoff, “Art and Crime / Quasi-Cinema / Quasi-Text / Cosmococa” in Oiticica and D’Almeida, Cosmococa: programain-progress. As Basualdo argues, “Through the Quasi-cinemas, and specifically the Cosmococas, Oiticica sought to situation himself—
and his audience—outside the law, understood as the matrix of alienated production. And this, because the very substance from
which the works were made, in the case of the Cosmococas, was precisely one of the most obvious signs—and symbols—of illegality.”
(50) Although Oiticica’s relationship to marginality and alienation is a critical theme of his work of the mid- to late 1960s and
early 70s, I choose here to concentrate on how the use of cocaine might act to disrupt the classical cinematic apparatus. This model
allows us to understand the critical character of the Cosmococas as a function of the works’ structure rather than the identity of its
creators or the legality or illegality of its material. It should also be noted that none of the museum or gallery presentations of the
works have ever provided cocaine as a prop, as is scripted in Oiticica’s notes.
34����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
Oiticica and D’Almeida, who were particularly interested in cocaine’s origins in Pre-Columbian civilizations, were also aware of
Sigmund Freud’s Über Coca of 1884, a copy of which Oiticica was given by the Brazilian writer and critic Silviano Santiago around
this time. (Silviano Santiago, interview with author, Rio de Janeiro, April 13 2006). As D’Almeida recently recalled, “We had an
intellectual approach to cocaine. In order to sniff cocaine we read Freud.” Interview with author, Rio de Janeiro 2004.
35����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
I am grateful to Professor David Joselit at Yale University for the formulation “to see with one’s nose.”
36���������������������������������������������
��������������������������������������������
Interview with author, Rio de Janeiro 2004.
37���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
In his article “The Two Avant-Gardes”, Peter Wollen characterizes the films of the second, political avant-garde as involved in
a similar kind of fragmentation and recombination of filmic language. As he writes, “[T]he film deliberately suspends ‘meaning,’
avoids any teleology or finality, in the interests of a destruction and reassembly, a re-combination of the order of the sign as
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an experiment in the dissolution of old meanings and the generation of new ones from the semiotic process itself.” Wollen is
concerned here, however with content and structure of a given film, rather than the cinematic apparatus itself, the subject of the
Cosmococas’ semiotic reconfiguration. Likewise, the method adopted in the production of the Cosmococas bears certain affinities
to the methods of the structuralist textual analysts of the early 1970s, who broke down film into frames in order to disclose the
ideological apparatus at work within the film. Oiticica and D’Almeida, of course, sought less to analyze an existing apparatus than
to produce a new ideological apparatus altogether, but one that no longer concealed its status as an apparatus.
38�������������������������
Oiticica,
������������������������
writing about Mangue-Bangue on July 2 1973, referred to film as “linguagem tão concreta quanto a sua forma
concretizada” [language as concrete as its realized form]. As he wrote, “uando digo q cinema-linguagem pode vir a ser cinemainstrumento quero dizer q as características do cinema como algo como forma e em palpabilidade: filme, imagens em movimento,
etc.” [�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
when I say that cinema-language can come to be a cinema-instrument I mean characteristics of cinema as something as form
and in palpability: film, images in movement, etc.]. (doc. no. 2342.73 AHO/PHO)
39����������������������������������������������������������
See for example Annette Michelson, “Toward Snow: Part 1” Artforum Vol 9 No 10 ( June 1971), pp. 30–37.
40������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
In this, the Cosmococas also differ significantly from European expanded cinema actions of this period and slightly earlier,
such as those by VALIE EXPORT and Peter Weibel. In these actions, the artist is positioned in an aggressive relationship to
the audience. See Mathias Michelka, “’Shoot the Audience!’: Projection and Participation in the Late 1960s” in X-Screen: Film
Installations and Actions in the 1960s and 1970s, pp. 90-102. In Oiticica’s and D’Almeida’s Cosmococas, by contrast, the apparatus
is a tool for activating its audience through distraction and desire. This also explains the two artists’, and particularly Oiticica’s,
fascination with celebrities, who at some level, live their lives as representations of themselves. Jimi Hendrix’s body and the images
of his body, for example, come to “mean” things beyond the brute fact of its existence – drugs, sex, revolution, social inconformity,
and so on. Because celebrities create themselves as representation at the most fundamental level of bodily comportment, they
provide a model of role-playing in its most reflexive form. Oiticica’s and D’Almeida’s use of the celebrity images within the
Cosmococas therefore speaks less to a general interest in American popular culture than a desire to picture a shift between registers
of representation at the indecipherable level of subjectivity itself.
41������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
As analyzed vis-à-vis the classical cinematic apparatus, suture involves a shot-reverse shot formulation intended to conceal
the cinematic apparatus of the movie camera, director, set, etc. See Kaja Silverman “On suture” in The Subject of Semiotics. Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 1983. The model of suture I argue for the Cosmococas, by contrast, acts to reveal this apparatus. Although
the term is highly specific within film theory, one might also look to earlier types of mechanisms by which the viewer is “stitched
into” the work of art, even though they remain decidedly external to this work in material form, Velazquez’s Las Meninas as perhaps
the most compelling example.
42���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
Oiticica hints at this connection in his script for CC8 of December 30 1973. As he notes, in this work, “a coca-pó não aparece:
ela é o vidro-espeho + a luz.” [coke-powder doesn’t appear: it is the glass mirror + the light] (doc. no. 0318.73, p.17 AHO/PHO).
43���������������
The notion of Cosmococa slides as a kind of mirroring device might be distinguished from Christian Metz’s analysis of cinema as
a mirror in The Imaginary Signifier: Psychoanalysis and the Cinema [1977] excerpted in Rosen, ed. Narrative, Apparatus, Ideology, pp.
244-278). In Metz’s framework, the cinema is a mirror that repeats the primordial mirror of the infant’s mirror stage, only that it
never reflects the subject’s body itself. Rather than seeing an image of self, the subject sees a world of objects. As Metz writes, “In
a certain emplacement, the mirror suddenly becomes clear glass.” (250) Thus, instead of identifying with the image of our body, we
identify with ourselves “as a pure act of perception… as a kind of transcendental subject”, and hence, with the camera. (253) In the
Cosmococas, the reiteration of the flat support within the slides enforces our exteriority from the projected image: rather than turning
to glass and revealing a “world of objects” that resembles our own world, the “mirror” of the Cosmococas turns into an opaque object.
The viewer thus identifies not with the transcendental eye, but the embodied nose.
44�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
By “representational” I refer here to the mimetic capacities of the mirror, the photograph, and the cinematic image and their
relation to the lived behavior, or performance, of the Cosmococas’ viewers. This should be distinguished from the phantasmagoric
“representation” of the spectacle, as analyzed by Guy Debord in his 1967 La Société du spectacle, a book which Oiticica appears to
have read (see for example his letter to Ivan Cardosa November 12 1971 (doc. no. 0848.71 AHO/PHO)). It bears mentioning that
the relation constructed between the body and the mediation of representation in the Cosmococas is significantly different than that
which occurs in a work like Joan Jonas’s Vertical Roll of 1972 or VALIE EXPORT’s performance actions of the late 1960s such
as Tapp und Tastkino. While Jonas’s work thematizes the disarticulation of a coherent body, EXPORT’s functions as a critique of
the image of the body as spectacle. Oiticica’s own use of the term “representation” shifts across the course of his writings of the
early 1970s. On the one hand he linked representation to the linearity of narrative as well as a capitalist regime of images; on the
other he suggested that “no resolution can or should be sought in a ‘nostalgia for natural life’ pre-representation.” Any solution to
the regime of images was thus through representation itself. As he wrote, “solution ‘beyond representation’ can only be achieved by
existential saturation and consequently dissatisfaction with the world of products of that representation, in which the spectatorspectacle relation is fundamental.” (NTBK 4/73, cited in Basualdo, p. 51) Basauldo, writing about this problem of representation
in “Waiting for the Internal Sun: Notes on Hélio Oiticica’s Quasi-Cinemas”, suggests that Oiticica’s resolution was the material of
cocaine itself, which is “outside the law, and thus, outside the logic of the spectacle.” (52)
45��������������������������������������������
See “Principles of Phonology” in Saussure, Course in General Linguistics,especially “Definition of the Phoneme” p. 38-40.
46����������������������������������������������������������������������������������
Oiticica, notebook entry of September 3 1973 (doc. no. 0189.73, p. 71 AHO/PHO).��
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